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The symmetrical Cedro-Perron (SCP) integral, which has a simple and 
natural definition, was developed with the principal object of proving the 
following result. 
THEOREM A.l Suppose that the series 
m  
+ a,, + 1 (a, cos nx + b, sin nx) 
V&=1 
converges to f (x) for all x. Then the series 
l&-b, cos nx + a, sin nx)/n 
(1) 
(2) 
converges in a set B such that m(Rl\B) = 0 and, if /I is any point of B and 
B,=BW,B+24, 
a, = i (SCP, Be) /yn f  (x) cos nx dx (n = 0, 1, 2 )... ), (3) 
b, = i (SCP, Be) /ymf (x) sin nx dx (n = 1, 2 ,... ). (4) 
The proof in [Z] m ak es use of integration by parts. However, the relevant 
theorem [2, Theorem 2.11 cannot be established, as is suggested, on the same 
lines as the corresponding result for the CP integral; and the problem whether 
integration by parts is valid under reasonable conditions remains open. The 
object of this note is to show that Theorem A and two related results can be 
proved without recourse to partial integration. 
Proof of Theorem A. I. The first part of the proof, as given in [2], makes 
no use of integration by parts. It is there pointed out that a, , b, -+ 0 as n -+ GO 
1 J. C. Burkill [2, Theorem 5.2 and corollary]. 
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and that, by a theorem of Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund, the series (2) con- 
verges in a set B, say, whose complement has zero measure; and it is shown 
that, ifF(x) is the sum function in B of (2) and /3r , pa are arbitrary points of B, 
then f is (SCP, B n [fir, /3J) integrable over [/3r , /3J and 
FCPY B f-l [A 7 Al) 1;: Cf (4 - 4 4 & = m4) - Wd (5) 
II. To obtain the desired expressions for a, , b, we first note that a 
particular case of (5) is 
(SCP, BB) ,yv {f(x) - 4 a,> dx = F(/3 + 2n-) -F(p) = 0 (/3 E B). 
We thus have (3) with n = 0. 
Now let m be any positive integer. Then the series 
m  
Q a, cos mx + c (a, cos nx + b, sin nx) cos mx 
?I=1 
(6) 
converges everywhere to f  (x) cos mx. Since a, , b, + 0, this means that, for 
all x, 




ii (%-, + %+J 
cT = B (bn + 4+m) 
(r < 4, 
(r 2 4, 
d = S (- L, + bm+,) (r < m>, T I S (b,-, + b,+,) (r 3 w h = 0). 
By I, 
+i$- d,. cos rx + c, sin rx)/r (8) 
(7) 
converges almost everywhere. Actually the series converges in B. For, using 
the relations (7) and the fact that a, , b, - 0 we see that (8) converges if and 
only if 
- b, ( 
cos(n + 112) x 
+ 
cos(n - m) x 
n+m n-m 11 
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converges; and this series may be written 
g 
n=m+1 





Since a, , b, -+ 0 and (2) converges in B, by Abel’s test, (9) also converges in 
B. It now follows from I that, for ,5’ E B, 
(SCP, BB) /iizz {f(x) cos mx - + a,} dx 
exists and is 0. This proves (3). The proof of (4) is similar. 
Two extensions of Theorem A are given in [2] (see Theorem 5.3). We prove 
a pair of similar results, again without using integration by parts. In the next 
theorem the n-th CesLo sum of order k of the series (1) is denoted by u,“(x). 
We also put uno(x) = sJx). 
THEOREM B. In order that there should exist an SCP-integrable function of 
which (1) is the Fourier series it is su$icient that either of the conditions below 
should be satisjed. 
(9 a, , b, -+ 0 and, for some K < 1, lim inf u,~(x) and lim sup u,~(x) are 
jnite except in a countable set. 
(ii) a, , n b are bounded and, for some K < 1, lim inf u,~(x) and lim sup u,“(x) 
are everywhere jnite. 
Proof. We need the following lemma: 
Let the function d> be C-continuous and SC-differentiable at the point x 
and suppose that the function Y has a continuous derivative in the neigh- 
bourhood of the point x. Then @Y is SC-differentiable at x and 
SCD(@Y) (x) = SCD D(x) . Y(x) + G(x) . Y’(x). (10) 
This is proved very much like Lemma B in [2] where C-differentiability 
is postulated (and proved) so that the C-continuity of Q, is automatic. 
(i) I. This part of the proof is based on the argument of [2, Theorem 5.31. 
By the Riesz-Fischer theorem, (2) is the Fourier series of an L2-integrable 
function F; and by Carleson’s theorem [3], the series (2) converges to F in a 
set B with m(Rl\B) = 0. Since a,, b, -+ 0, F is everywhere SC-continuous 
(e.g., [4, end of Section 7.4]), and is C-continuous in B ([2, corollary to 
Theorem 5.21). Also, since K < 1, by a theorem of Wolf [8, Theorem B], 
SCD, F(x) and SCD* F(x) are finite wherever lim inf u,“(x) and lim sup u,~(x) 
are finite, i.e., except in a countable set. Hence, by Theorem 4.3 of [2], 
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SCD F(x) exists p.p.; 
(5) holds for all /3, , ,& 
and, if this derivative is denoted by f(x) - $ a,, 
E B. We therefore have (3) with n = 0. 
II. The n-th partial sum of the series (6) is s,(x) cos ?IZX and the corres- 
ponding Cesko mean of order k is a,l(x) cos mx. Denote the partial sums and 
Cesaro means of the series 
m  
4 a, + 2 (cr cos rx + d, sin IX) 
T=l 
by &(x) and TV”, respectively. Now, when n > m, 
14x)cosmx-tn(x)l <ii C (Iail + IhI); 
i=n-Inil 
and, since the ai, bi are bounded, there exists a constant K such that 
/ s,(x) cos mx - t,(x)1 < K for all x, n. 
Hence 
/ U,“(X) cos mx - T~“(x)~ 





n ?@+I) as 
n-+co 
and so there is a constant C such that 
/ unk(x) cos mx - ~%“(x)[ < C for all x, n. 
Thus the series (11) satisfies the same conditions as (1). 
As in part II of the proof of Theorem A, the series (8) converges in B. 
Moreover, it is not difficult to check that (8) is the Fourier series of the L2- 
integrable function F, of period 27~ given by 
F,(x) = F(x) cos mx + m 
si 
’ ‘F(t) dt + 2 sin mx. (12) 
II 
It therefore follows as in I that there exists a functionf, such that 
SCDF&) =f&) - 4 a, PP.; 
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moreover, for all /$ , /3s E B, fm is (SCP, B n ps, , &j) integrable over &I1 , &J 
and 
(SC& B n LA , &I) fl {f&4 - 4 +J dx = %W -em. (13) 
On the other hand, since F is C-continuous in B and 
SCD F(x) = f (x) - ;z a, p.p., 
it follows from (10) and (12) that 
SCD F,(x) = f  (x) cos mx - 4 a, p.p. 
Hence fm(x) = f  (x) cos mx p.p. and (3) is an immediate consequence of (13). 
The formula (4) is proved in the same way. 
(ii) The proof is similar to that of (i). Again (2) is the Fourier series of an 
L2-integrable function F which is C-continuous in a set B, with m(Rl\B,,) = 0 
(but B, need not coincide with the set in which (2) converges). By Wolf’s 
theorem, SCD,F(x) and SCD*F( ) x are everywhere finite, so that F is 
everywhere SC-continuous. Theorem 4.3 of [2] is therefore once more 
applicable, SCD F(x) = f  (x) - + a, , say, exists p.p. and (5) holds with B 
replaced by B, . 
The proof that (11) h as b ounded Cesaro means at every point is unchanged, 
since it requires no more than the boundedness of the a, , ZJ, . It then follows 
that there is a set B, with m(P\B,) = 0 such that, whenever &, /?, E B, , 
WP, & n 03, , &I) /I {f(x) ~0s mx - 4 4 dx 
exists and is equal to Fm@J - F&t?& w h ere the function F, has period 27r. 
For each function f  (x) sin mx - 4 b, there exist a corresponding set B,* and 
an indefinite integral F,* with period 2~. Finally, if 
and ,!I E B, all the functions f(x) cos mx, f(x) sin mx are (SCP, BB) integrable 
over [/3, B + 2771 and (3), (4) hold. 
Notes. (i) Under either of the conditions of Theorem B the series (1) 
is the SCP Fourier series of a function f .  In fact, when 2 > k, 
Q a, + f (an cos nx + 6, sin nx) = f(x) (C, Z) p.p. 
n=1 
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For, by a theorem of Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [5, Theorem 31, (1) is 
almost everywhere summable (C, I) to g(x), say. Since we may take I < I, 
(1) is also almost everywhere summable (%, 2) to g(x) (Verblunsky [7] or 
Russell [6]) and this means that SCD F(x) = g(x) - 4 a, p.p. But 
SCD F(x) =f(x) - + a, p.p. and so g(x) -f(x) p.p. 
(ii) The series 
if 
30 
sin nx, & + c cos nx 
ll=l tl=l 
illustrate Theorem B(ii). The first has bounded partial sums at every point and 
is, in fact, summable (C, k), for k > 0, tof(x), where 
f(4 = 1; cot g x ;;z; ; z ; ;r:; ::;; 
It is easily checked that, if B = Rl\{x 1 x = O(mod 271.)) and /I1 , fla E B, 
then f is (SCP, B n [/$ , pa]) integrable over [/II, /3s] (with integral 
log)sin~/3,~--log/sin&/I]); moreover, C sin nx is the SCP Fourier 
series off. On the other hand, the second series, though summable (C, k) 
(k > 0) to 0 in B, has unbounded Ceslro sums (of any order) at the points 
x = O(mod 2~); and it follows from the note above that 4 + C cos nx cannot 
be an SCP Fourier series. 
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